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About
Passion about what we do at the workplace is not accidental.

Happiness is not co- incidental in a world full of stress, restlessness,

and competition. While the body takes on the physical onslaught,

the mind is constantly wandering listlessly seeking harmony and

peace while tackling a host of actors up, down and lateral. Mind

does little meaningful when not at peace and tends to lose balance

and composure.

The thought behind this program is to navigate participants through

complex self and complexities of the world. This will bring about

clarity of purpose and existence that will help liberate thoughts,

mindsets and assumptions. This course proposes to learn while

doing and thinking. Participants will spend ten days in the mountains

doing scores of activities. This includes leadership and strategic

thinking exercises that will help see life’s parallel to businesses,

learn from old scriptures by taking a dive into philosophy and

spirituality as well as find its usefulness in the corporate world.

Sessions would be under the stars and in meadows, and

participants would explore the toughness of the body and the mind

through rigorous outbound exercises. Participants would learn to

listen, sit for long hours, and sometimes simply  thinking or just

mulling over a case study leaning against a big rock maybe.

Participants would learn to be one with the mind and body through

Yoga or solving a strategy or HR problem within the group, and at

the same time playing and having fun.

Nature has this amazing way of separating the grain from the chaff

when it comes to clutter in the mind and in the rough open settings,

participants would learn to bare their soul and then reflect.

Reflection is the key aspect and then with extreme honesty ones’

inner self is open for discussion and expression. These ten days

would involve working inside and outside. Working with oneself and

working with the team

Objectives Take Aways

Impartial self – evaluation and

self-tour.

To intently be aware of one’s

internal reflections and voices

Experience inner freedom through

self-analysis and freedom from

artificial boundaries. 

Integrating the internal, external

and spiritual well being

Clarity and purpose in personal

and professional life.

Evaluate options in life with inner

conviction

Build professional credibility
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This program will be delivered using a rich and healthy

mix of activities to help the participants imbibe the

themes and translate them learning into skill.

Participants will be encouraged to examine their

assumptions for greater clarity and useful action

planning.

Pedagogy
Yoga and Meditation

Intense Introspection
& Contemplation

Discourses &
Discussions

Experience Sharing &
Reflections

Intense Physical &
Adventurous Activities

Learn-By-Doing
Techniques

Experiential Exercises
Role-Plays

Readings & Case
Discussions

Living in Tents

The program is for those who seek integration of the

body, mind and work for meaningful personal and

professional life without having to lose the greater

meaning and purpose of life. 

Aimed at corporate professionals handling complex and

sometime multiple roles finding it difficult to balance

professional challenges with personal priorities. This

program gives an opportunity to the business leaders to

look inwards to draw energy and motivation to perform

and shine fearlessly, displaying courage and composure

to win over the people inside and outside of the

organization. 

Kumaon being the Dev Bhoomi (Land of the Gods) has

provided the spiritual backdrop for thousands of years

for those who seek the truth from within and lead from

the front. Young and mid-level Business managers with

eight years plus experience will find this program more

useful.

For Whom?

The Journey

Kathgodam 

(1,485 ft.)

Mukteshwar

(7,500 ft.)

Ranikhet

(6,132 ft.)

Shama

(9,000 ft,)

Ramganga

(4,500 ft.)

Kumaon being the Dev Bhoomi (Land of the Gods) has

provided the spiritual backdrop for thousands of years

for those who seek the truth from within and lead from

the front. The setting of this program is in the Kumaon

Himalayas in altitudes varying from 5000 to 10000 Ft

above MSL. Such locations offer the opportunity to

introspect amidst the towering presence of the snow

clad mountains, evergreen valleys, pristine meadows

and flowing rivers. While nature offers a humbling

experience, Himalayas forces one to seek the truth. The

truth of being and nothingness.

Locations
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Deepali lives the talk. Her quest for disseminating Yoga is amazing.

She has been giving Yoga classes for quite some time and is also a

naturopath by heart and training. She is also an avid trekker and has

gone up to 20K feet on Himalayas and has traversed deep into

Himalayas in Garhwal, Kumaon and Sikkim region in India on foot and

loved every part of it.

She is an economist by education and has done several long courses

in Yoga, naturopathy and Ayurveda. She has also been taught Yoga

in Rishikesh by none other than Usha Ji, Kamal ji and many others. She

considers Himalayas her 2nd home and has spent lot of time in

Ashrams in Rishikesh learning and living yoga. 

Jagannath Mohanty, the teacher for a while but the learner for the life.

Jagannath is passionate about the whole creation. Often positive and

sometimes irrationally optimistic, for him life is a continuing experiment. He

would walk to every nook of the world to get awed by nature and human

endeavor. A travel freak and a voracious reader, athletics is like a second

life for him. He would be ecstatic to assist anyone having the slightest of

willingness to explore self-potential. Someone who is predictably excited

at most times, welcomes one and all to join him to explore the uncharted

territories within!!

Dr. Jagannath Mohanty comes with more than 20 years of experience in

teaching, training and research, a visiting faculty to Universities in France,

Indonesia & Dubai. He has published several academic articles in reputed

Journals. Having worked in India and abroad, he has an MBA and Ph.D. in

Organizational Behavior and currently serves Institute of Management

Technology, Nagpur India.

For Prof. Sandeep life is not a race but a consciousness filled with awe and

wonder. He loves nature and divides his time between deeper Himalayas,

an ashram in Rishikesh, college in Nagpur, and with his family in Jaipur. He

helps people find a true balance in life through Yoga and Yoga Philosophy. 

Now through SLC Himalayas, Sandeep wants to share his experiences into

consciousness with everyone to help them look deep within themselves.

Who knows by being the “student of the self” they might find their own true

self and be peaceful. Sandeep welcomes you all to be a part of this

amazing journey called SLC Himalayas where you will not conquer

mountains but conquer self.

Prof. Sandeep has done engineering from NIT, MBA from Thunderbird, USA

and Phd from IIFT, DelhiSandeep Gupta

Jagannath Mohanty

Dr Arvind Assiyaa comes with more than 35 years of experience as a

teacher, researcher and a writer. He is a profound contributor in the

field of literature and is a part of various academic groups and

workshops conducted by Universities, State Academics, Sahitya

Academy to name a few. He has written more than 10 books in

Rajasthani and Hindi languages including poems and proses. 

He believes that Ancient Indian Wisdom is a treasure unexplored for

the millennials which he aims to bring forward with SLC Himalayas

so everyone can find a sense of balance in life and the confidence

to get through any life situation. 

Arvind Ashiya

Deepali Gupta
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Itinerary
Drive from Kathgodam to Camp Purple, Mukteshwar

(2 hrs). Arrival at the campsite. Settle down, freshen

up followed by breakfast. Camp briefing and

introduction about location and staff.

Briefing from instructors. Walk to the Chauli Ki Jaali

cliffs (4 kms – 1 hr). Rock climbing and Rappelling on

the cliffs. Rock faces between 30 ft. to 250 ft. from

mildly challenging to professional grades.

Picnic Lunch at the cliffs. Learning various rope

knots, tying bases etc. Session on Upanishads,

ancient Indian wisdom. Return to the camp in the

evening. Experience sharing around the campfire.

Dinner.

www.slchimalayas.com,  info@slchimalayas.com

For registrations, dates, and enquiries, please contact at-

Day 1

Morning Yoga and Meditation, Session on Yoga

Sutras/Upnishads/Ancient Indian Wisdom. Early

Breakfast at the camp. Pack up and keep luggage in

jeeps. Hike to the waterfall (about 1 ½ - 2 hrs).

Tyrolean traversing and other team building games

near the waterfall. Case Study and Reading,

Discussions 

Splash around in the waterfall. Lunch at the waterfall.

Depart in jeeps for Daankudi (2 ½ hrs).

Arrival at Daankudi, settling in. Evening walk in the

neighbourhood forest. Overnight at Daankudi

Heritage House. Reflections. Dinner.

Day 2

Day 4

Morning Yoga and Meditation, Session on Yoga

Sutras/Upnishads/Ancient Indian Wisdom. Breakfast

and departure in jeeps to Camp Shaama (5 hrs).

Arrive at Shaama. Lunch.

Hike 45 minutes up to Camp Shaama. Acclimatising

and orientation to the area. Overnight in huts / tents.

Astronomy session. Reflection and discussions on

ancient indian wisdom. Ramcharitramanas. Dinner.

Evening Meditation

Day 3

Morning Yoga and Meditation followed up with

discourse/discussion on Yoga Sutra/Upanishads,

Gita.

 Breakfast Day at Gyandhura village: Beautiful walk

through the village with interactive sessions with

villagers to get insights into traditional Kumaoni

culture and lifestyle. 

Lunch in village homes. Team building module.

Reflections, introspection session. Overnight at

Camp Shaama. Dinner.

Day 5

Morning Yoga and Meditation followed up with

discourse/discussion on Yoga Sutra/Upanishads,

Gita.

Breakfast Preparations for hike to Kunadhar. Collect

firewood on the way. Light a fire. Cook your own

lunch Team building games at the meadows. Return

back to camp by evening. Overnight at Camp

Shaama.

Day 6

Morning Yoga and Meditation followed up with

discourse/discussion on Yoga Sutra/Upanishads,

Gita. Breakfast. Pack up. 

Trek down the ridge to Chetabagar valley (12 kms).

Reach campsite. Pitch your own tents. Overnight

trekking. Tents at the temporary campsite. Cook

your own dinner.

Day 8

Morning Yoga and Meditation followed up with

discourse/discussion on Yoga Sutra/Upanishads,

Gita. Day on the river

Division in teams for: Slithering, River kayaking,

Mountain bicycling, Swimming.

Riverside bonfire and dinner. Introspection session

Case Study discussion. Overnight at Camp

Ramganga.

Day 7

Morning Yoga and Meditation followed up with

discourse/discussion on Yoga Sutra/Upanishads,

Gita. 

Continue the trek another 8 kms to reach Camp

Ramganga. Lunch at the camp. Settle in.

Head to the river for swimming / body surfing.

Beach volleyball.

Overnight at Camp Ramganga. Session on

Kabir/Ramcharitramanas, Q&A. Evening Meditation

Day 9

Morning Yoga and Meditation followed up with

discourse/discussion on Yoga Sutra/Upanishads,

Gita 

Post breakfast hike to a pool on one of the side

streams flowing into Ramganga. Reach the pool by

a map based treasure hunt in teams. Splash around

in the pool. Lunch poolside. 

Hike back to the camp in the evening. Overnight at

Camp Ramganga. Evening reflection, Meditation.

Dinner

Day 10

Post breakfast drive down to Kathgodam (9 hrs).

Lunch enroute.
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